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Dora Helps Diego Dora The Explorer Ready To
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Illustrations and rhyming text describe a pair of twin sisters, who look very much alike but have
different hobbies and interests.
Dora and her monkey friend, Boots, plan a special outing for Valentine's Day.
Diego and Dora the Explorer rescue a maned wolf pup.
When a maned wolf pup goes missing from the Animal Rescue Center, Diego and Dora search
for him in order to rescue him.
Dora Had a Little Lamb
Ready to Ride!
A Day at the Beach
Diego's Wolf Pup Rescue
Diego's Birthday Surprise
When Dora and Boots travel to Abuela's house for a special Sharing Day lunch, along
the way they learn the value of sharing.
Dora and diego travel back in time to help a dinosaur named Maia get home to her
family. Will you help? This Level 1 reader features rebus icons throughout! Oh, no!
Baby Jaguar is missing. Read along—using the colorful rebus icons throughout—as Dora
and Diego search for the missing feline.
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Dora, who is missing her sneaker, and Swiper, who is missing his skate, try to figure
out what happened to them, in a book where pictures replace certain words.
Collects six of Dora the Explorer's adventures, including a tale in which she and
Swiper look for their missing shoes.
Go, Baby Jaguar!
Dora's Perfect Pumpkin
Snack Time
Dora Helps Diego! (Dora the Explorer)
Dora Goes to School
Three separate stories star Dora and Diego as they save Baby Jaguar from a
dangerous waterfall, retrieve their costumes from the Pirate Piggies, and recover
an ancient medallion.
Dora, Diego, and Boots love the beach! But before they head out for a day by the
shore, Boots wants to look at Dora’s scrapbook. It’s filled with so many pictures
of their ocean adventures, the trio can’t wait to head out to the beach again. This
Nickelodeon Read-Along features audio narration.
This new Ready-to-Read book features rebus icons and a simple story to help
young readers learn to read. Dora and Boots want to help Pirate Pig find the
treasure chest that he's lost at the bottom of the sea. Can they do it? Full color.
Dora and Boots visit the beach.
Dora and Diego by the Shore (Dora the Explorer)
Just Like Dora!
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Ready-to-Read Level 1
Learn with Dora
Dora Helps Diego!

It's time for a checkup! What happens when you go to the doctor? Read about Dora
the Explorer's visit to the doctor's office and find out!
Diego plans a surprise birthday party for his best friend, Baby Jaguar, with some help
from his other animal friends.
Dora is teaching her baby brother and sister new words. Young explorers can help by
lifting the flaps, pulling tabs and spinning the wheel to discover the everyday words
used by Dora and friends. With words in both english and spanish, this bilingual,
interactive novelty is perfect for learning and building vocabulary.
Join Dora and her cousin Diego at the Animal Rescue Center, where they embark on
an expedition to save Baby Jaguar.
Say Ahhh! Dora Goes to the Doctor (Dora the Explorer)
The Pumpkin Patch
Ready to Go!
Dora's Pirate Adventure
Dora's Mystery of the Missing Shoes

Baby Jaguar is missing. Read along with Dora as she looks
for her friend!
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Contains these 6Dora the ExplorerReady-to-Reads for the
price of 4; a great reading value in one pack!: Crystal
Kingdom Adventures Dora and the Baby Crab Dora Helps Diego!
Puppy Takes a Bath I Love My Mami! Follow Those Feet!
Dora and Boots find the perfect pumpkin for Abuela to use
for a pie, in a story where pictures replace certain words.
Unhappy with her choice of pumpkin from the pumpkin patch,
Katie thinks it is too small until her father shows her
that the best things often come in small packages.
Dora & Diego
Storytime with Dora and Diego
It's Sharing Day!
Dora the Explorer: Dora Helps Diego!
Meet Diego!
When Little Lamb cannot find her friend Mary, Dora and Boots step into "The Big Book
of Nursery Rhymes" to help her.
In a classic work of alternate history, the United States is divided up and ruled by the
Axis powers after the defeat of the Allies during World War II. Reissue. Winner of the
Hugo Award for Best Novel.
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Dora and Boots are on their way to her birthday party when they are whisked away to
Wizzle World, where they need to find the Wishing Wizzle to wish them home.
Meet Diego, Dora's cool cousin! Diego can talk to animals, and he rescues them when
they're in danger. But when Baby Jaguar cries for help, can Diego get to him before he
plunges into the waterfall? Find out in this exciting adventure!
Dora and Diego help the little wolf
Dora and Diego to the Rescue!
Dora's Cousin Diego (Dora and Diego)
Crystal Kingdom Adventures; Dora and the Baby Crab; Dora Helps Diego!; Puppy Takes
a Bath; I Love My Mami!; Follow Those Feet
Dora and Diego Let's Cook
A collection of stories that feature Dora and Diego, including "Dora Climbs Star
Mountain," "A Humpback Whale Tale," and "Diego's Safari Rescue."
Dora and Diego teach kids to make awesome (and healthy!) recipes-and learn
Spanish along the way Just in time for the tenth anniversary of Dora the Explorerthe top-rated preschool program on commercial television-comes Dora and
Diego Let's Cook, a cookbook from Nickelodeon that gets kids safely exploring
and learning in the kitchen. Guided by Dora and Diego, kids will help measure,
stir, shape, and decorate 50 exciting and super-tasty recipes like Pirate
Adventure Pizza Coins and Incan Quinoa Pudding-all while learning Spanish
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words and phrases. These simple, delicious recipes emphasize healthful
ingredients children need fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains, and low-fat
dairy and include a range of Latin dishes, like Benny's Breakfast Burritos and
Fiesta Trio Frittata. The book includes 50 recipes featuring Dora, Diego, and their
friends plus 50 full-color photos Spanish words and phrases that let kids learn a
new language while they learn about cooking "Kids Help" icons flagging steps in
every recipe where kids can lend a hand with tasks like washing fruit or mixing
batter Useful intro material on health and nutrition for preschoolers, plus the
basics of how to get kids involved in the kitchen, including kitchen safety Dora
and Diego Let's Cook turns getting kids involved in the kitchen into an excitingand educational-adventure.
Dora and her friend, Boots the monkey, search for delicious treats to eat in these
stories adapted from the hit TV show on Nick Jr. This coloring book features
easy-peel stickers that can help readers find their way during the search!
Illustrations. Consumable.
Dora and Boots help Diego search for Baby Jaguar, in a book where pictures
replace specific words.
Nick Ready-to-Read Value Pack #4
Dora and Diego's Adventures!
Dora the Explorer
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Dora in the Deep Sea
To the Rescue!
Here's the heartwarming, true story of the cat who risked her
life to save her five kittens from a burning building. Written
for very young readers, The Bravest Cat! follows the feline
family's recovery and their eventual adoptions into loving
homes.
Dora has a surprise for her friends. What could it be? Follow
Dora and find out!
Diego helps Baby Jaguar climb to the top of Jaguar Mountain.
Presents two stories in which Diego and Dora the Explorer travel
back in time to help Maia the dinosaur find her way back to her
family and in which they rescue a maned wolf pup lost in the
forest.
Dora and Diego Help the Little Wolf
Where Is Baby Jaguar?
The Man in the High Castle
Dora's Big Birthday Adventure
We are Twins
Dora and her friends retrieve their costume chest from the Pirate
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Piggies.
Dora and Boots help their teacher Maestra Beatriz get to school on
time when her bicycle gets a flat tire.
Learn all about Dora and Diego's cars, boats, helicopters, sleds, and
other amazing vehicles in this board book!
Dora and Diego prepare to go on a camping trip by getting sleeping
bags, flashlights, and binoculars, but when Swiper steals their
campfire snacks, they have to find them.
Dora's Mystery of the Missing Shoes; Dora Helps Diego!; Dora and the
Unicorn King; Crystal Kingdom Adventures; Dora and the Baby Crab;
Dora's Snow Forest Adventure
Dora Loves Boots
The Bravest Cat!
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